Spellings tasks for week of 11 1 21
Monday: Test yourself with the spelling words you were given last week. I would practise first and
then test yourself afterwards. Be honest with yourself!!!! And, no peeping!!!! You can either type
your words for the test here, below, OR you can hand write them onto a piece of paper that you
have at home.
Spelling test
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Tuesday:
Spellings for this week to be tested next Monday 18/1/21:
Words that have endings which sound like –cial/-tial (and to see the exceptions to this pattern also)
-cial ending to the word is common after a vowel letter.
-tial ending after a consonant letter, but there are some exceptions.
Words
Official
Social
Beneficial
Glacial
Special
Artificial
Partial
Confidential
Potential

impartial
essential
TASK: Look, cover, write and check each word. Five times for each word.

Wednesday:
Find other words from a home dictionary or online that have endings of either –cial or –tial. Find
words that you understand ONLY, as then you will be able to use these words in your own work
RATHER THAN JUST FINDING RANDOM< LONG WORDS THAT ARE TOO TRICKY TO UNDERSTAND!!!
Try to find 6 more words (3 –cial and 3 –tial) and practise writing and spelling them correctly.

Thursday:
Use the following words in a paragraph of your own that relates to Stormbreaker and what you have
read this week so far. It could be a part that is added on to or within the first two chapters of the
book. These are the words to use within your paragraph:
official
beneficial
special
confidential
potential
essential

Friday:
Which words from your spelling list on Tuesday are the exceptions to the rules that are in red? Write
the words below:

Spelling exploration and finding/remembering new words that are accurate
What other words can you create from the spelling list on Tuesday? List them below. For example,
from ‘social’, I can create ‘anti-social, socialisation, unsocial…’ among other words.

